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Details of Visit:

Author: Roderick Spode
Location 2: Bermondsey
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Sat 22 May 2010 19:15
Duration of Visit: 1 hour
Amount Paid: 90
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Phone: 07901140403
Phone: 07901356569

The Premises:

Ground floor flat in an estate of three blocks of flats, in the triangle between Borough, London
Bridge and Bermondsey tube stations (but probably closest to Borough and London Bridge), off
Bermondsey Street near Guy's Hospital. Slightly difficult to find, as you need to go round the back of
the block of flats from the road that the entrace to the estate is on before you can see the house
numbers, but it's fairly easy once you have done this.

The Lady:

Very pretty young Polish girl with a round face, a snub nose, rosy cheeks, medium-sized and pert
natural breasts, and dark brown hair with dyed blonde highlights. Claims to be 21 and probably is
(probably not younger than that though). Tallish for her age (about 5'6" or slightly shorter), with a
cute little bit of puppy fat on her belly, but otherwise fairly slim with wonderfully long legs. She was
wearing a red neglige top and red knickers with white hearts on, reddish-pink lipstick, turquiose eye
shadow and slightly smeared black mascara, making her look almost like a schoolgirl who has only
just started wearing makeup (works for me, although not necessarily everyone's cup of tea).

The Story:

I was a little apprehensive about seeing this girl, as my experience with low-priced working girls is
that they are often a nightmare to deal with, with a long list of dos and don'ts. I needn't have worried
though - if anything, I should worry that a girl like her won't be around for too long, at least not at
that low a price.

The basic prices are ?40 for 20 mins, ?50 for half an hour and ?70 for an hour - I paid ?20 extra for
oral without come twice.

She probably hasn't been doing this for too long either - her massage skills are nothing to shout
about at a purely technical level, and she hasn't yet learnt the trick of tickling the anus and the
scrotum while she massages your back. But what she lacks in experience she makes up for in
eagerness and enthusiasm.

She started off with a light massage of my back and legs, before kissing and licking my nipples and
chest and slowly moving down to a long, slow and light uncovered blow job. It had been a hot and
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fairly exhausting day, and so I was fully expecting to be a bit quick the first time round, and tried to
warn her as I was about to cum (I hadn't asked her if she did CIM and I had sort of assumed that
she probably didn't). But she just kept wanking me off into her mouth regardless, and even kept on
sucking and licking the tip of my willy for a couple of minutes after i had shot my load.

Then I was back onto my belly for more massage, before exchanging positions to exchange favours
- kissing and licking her breasts and belly before licking her trimmed pussy. She seemed to enjoy it
(which is just as well seeing as this is an essential part of my ritual). Then I came back up and
sucked her breasts while fingering her pussy like a jackhammer as she groaned some more.

Finally, she asked me to fuck her, and I started off in mish while french kissing her (not DFK, but
deep enought to actually feel like kissing), before trying for a while in doggy stryle. Her best
position, however, was her third one - on top - before taking off the love glove and finishing me off
with a slow and final OWO CIM.

This girl is great, she hasn't been around for very long and might not be for much longer either, so
come and see her while you can.
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